
The Christian Movement throughout most of . its history has

also laid the primary emphasis upon this moral law and

thus is to be classed as Socialistic in the ethical, as

distinguished from the. economic, sense ..

The Vertical Thout'ht Movement reaffirms the system of

valuation given by Jesus himself . Jesus affirmed the Law

of Love in two parts, rut pave priority to the first

eomrand '!Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

heart, and 'with all thy soul, and with all thy mind" The

love of the neighbor vas riven only as the second oor .viand,

This is the orientation which gives primacy to the vertical

dimension, thouphrendering justice unto the horizontal

relationship . The rights of Caesar are recognized, but the

rights of Cod are piveann primacy, This is the radical

Righist position and is the standpoint of firmed cate-orically

by the Vertical Thousht ,xvmement .

But we do not define God in any specific sense . The

word 'God' is but a symbol of the Supreme Value,,the

essential nature of Which is transcendental . Its relation-

ship to experience is that of .an unseen quidinrp modulus,

' God'',in this sense, does not neoepsarily imply the notion

of'Supreme Being' .a, though for :.many religious temperaments

It has this connotation . It may be a Supreme principle,

which sustains and supports all beings,, however lofty . But

in any case its nature is Trenserident . It is not the

function of the Vertical Thoupht,Movmement to decide any

issue as to the'true nature of, the Transcendental Lfodulus,,

It is -r a Movement for a) vahp ',,recopnize the reality of

a Transcendental •Modulus end';either render primary devotion

to this '4odulus , or believe theoretically that primary
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devotion should be rendered to this Transcendental r:odulus,
,

Given this primacy of orientation, then any,subseggnnt depth
r

of relatedness fo the human or other object is a valid

part of the vertical Thought Movmerient Thus the Vertical

Thiup'ht Movmement .includes those r•ho give exclusive or

.primary devotion to the Transcendental Modulds, but does not

3

include those who rive this relationships second place or

deny all mean Pp to it ; We accent all religions, Christian .

*** otherwise, that promulgate this system of,valuation .*'

* The religious attitude in this broad sense may take forms

that,, ordinarily, are not regarded as religious . There are

instance's 'of individuals who have felt this rttitude toward

pure mathematics . In this case mathematics is realized as

possesstng transcendental rootp from w hich it manifests

pure Truth rhich ; in turn, commands the attitude of a

genuine religious devotedness, A math atician of this
on . ,

type has genuine an attitude of Other-worldliness as

that of any ascetic Saint . To be sure, this is a rare

religious form and is exceptionally abstract and depersonal-

but it is a thorou&hly religious attitude none, the less .ized,

This form falls within the meaning of the Vertical Thought

Movanent as much as anymore concrete type of religious ity .

The fundamental point is that there should be an attitude of

'self-giving' that is oriented to a Transcendental Value .

Mathematics, conceived as a mere construct abstracted from

a real oonerete material riven through sensation, would never

possess religious value in the above sense , Often to the

extravert temperament mathematics appears as no more than

e

such a construct .



Otherworldliness implies an orientation to That which

does not fall within the objective experiential manifold*

There are religious and philosophical at*ikudes that are

not other-v'orldlSt. 'In the latter case, .the Preat valuation

is, given to 'the concrete stream of life ar we pee it

embodied irk living men and ' other creatures , This att° tude

may manifest as a genuine religiosity end may take various

Forms, such as, devotion to the Collectivity or'to Rurianism,

But such a religious view does not belong to the Vertical

Thou,ht Movmmentt, Otherworldliness seeks independence of,

and command over empiric existence . This may take a mystical

form , but it can also be, expressed as a thoroughr*oing

scientific attitude, In-his way, the man who is one with

science seeks command of life Just as truely as is, the case

with the Mystical ascetic . Pure science is religiously

otherr•orldly, end is one with the spirit of the Vertical

Thouc'ht Movn .emnt

Within the 'sett'ing of the inx commonly reconnized

religions there are some forms which belong more fully to

the Right and others to the Left; Traditionally there has

been a tendency to identtiif/y~ the Catholic Churches with the

Right, but this is not e when the Right Is understood

in the sense given here ,. As between the Catholic and .the .

Protestant groups the~most important differentiating principle

applies to the God-relation. The essentially Catholic

position is the view that the God«-relation is dependent

upon the intermediation of one who stands as a qualified

Priest or Pope . The 3rotestant thesis affirmed that this

I

intermediation v either, not necessary in pr4nciple, or
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is wholly ineffective, and the only real relationship inx is

immediate .and*subjective . Clearly the Catholic pos ition

is more horizontal, since it employeA the lateral relation

to a human anent, rhile the ri&'orous Protestant position

is strictly vertical, Clearly, in this sense the Vertical

Thout'ht Movment has the Protestant orientation. Soi in

the Christian religious manifold it is the Protestant to

the rpenuine sense , that belonLs to the Right,and, among

Protestants,,`Ehe Quakers are most- extremely at-the Right .*

11emy oven reli: ious orientation belongs with the ,most

extreme Right yet, none the less, I reeor'nize the pra matic

validity of intermediation in the care of those who lack

the psycholor*ical equipment necessary for the direct vertical

relationship . For extrrverts In general and for introverts

who have not developed the capacity for profound Introversion

the direct relationship to the Transcandental M iodulus is not

possible, In such cases , and they probably form by far the

greater majority, some degree of intermediation is ,a necessity .

For the Priest, if he is a min of sincerity and purity, who

functions as such an intermediatin" agent, I have the highest

reapeet . And ; per contra , .if he is not sincere snd is impure,

he is to be re ked among the moat corrupt of men . However,

intermediation that'is more than symbolical implies that

the mediating Priest has himself realized the Transcendental

L fiulus directly . There are few,indeed, vto are qualified

in this sense.
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It by no means follows that being a. member of a Catholic

Church implies that the individual belongs to the Left, nor,

on the contrary , thet a Protestant churchman really is a

Rightist. ,=`n a considerable measure re inherit our religious

affiliations as well as our political parties , and for any

number of reasons we may" never find nor even seek seriously

ali"nment that is psy 'eholot'ically and spiritually correct .

Undoubtedl y, many Protestants In the technical sense should

be Catholics , thou'h not necessarily members of the Roman

.Catholic Church nor of any other existing orpenization

oriented to intermediation and the elaboration of ritualistic,

symbolism* Doubtless too, there are nascent Protestants in

the fundamental sense, rho are to be found within Catholic

organizations end who mar remain there throughout their

lives,, The Vertical Thou -ht ?.4ovement is oriented to the

psycholotical Protestant , and has nothinr* to do: with the

accidents of Chmnch membership .'

inOriental terms,, the Vertical Thou ;^ht M2oveme nt is

religiously non-~tentrik.. In tantrii systems there is an

extensive use of~symbolisms directed toward the senses,

in the form of visible ritual s̀, the posturing of the bod y.

and the employment of

methods have powerful

high Teality--value to

the case of those rho

elaborate breath exercises . These

effects with individuals who give

sensible presentments ; but not in

rive primary reality -value to super-

esensible existences .


